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KARMA AND REINCARNATION 
 

 

Algeo, John, Reincarnation Explored, 1987, 151 pages. 

An elementary survey of the subject examining evidence for and against reincarnation 

obtained by spiritualistic practices, clairvoyance, regression, hypnosis, and spontaneous 

memories, considering also the theosophical viewpoint. 

129 Alg RE 

 

Besant, Annie, Karma, 1905, 77 pages. 

Exploring whether we live in a world of law and justice in spite of the apparent inequality in 

human existence, the author explains in simple language the difficult concept of nature’s law, 

balance, known in the East as karma. 

T B463 K (Mini) 

 

Besant, Annie, Reincarnation, 1919, 72 pages. 

The rationale of the ancient teaching of reincarnation is described, its method, causes, 

evolutionary purpose, and the aspects of human beings that reincarnate and those that do not. 

T B463 R (Mini) 

 

Chapple, Christopher, Karma and Creativity, 1986, 144 p. 

Based on traditional Indian scriptures, this book presents a perspective on karma not as fate 

but as a creative process through which the human mind can shape the world, from upholding 

societal order to the attainment of spiritual liberation. 

129.4 Cha KC 

 

Cooper, Irving S., Reincarnation, a Hope of the World, 1979, 106 pages. 

Written in a suitable way both for the casual reader as well as for the more serious student, 

the author explores the meaning, purpose, and process of reincarnation, providing logical 

proofs in support of this theory. 

T C785 R 

 

Cranston, S. L., Reincarnation: A New Horizon in Science, Religion and Society, c1984, 385 

pages. 

A comprehensive study of this important area of human life, that brings together the work of 

scientists, theologians, social historians, and psychologists, addressing current social 

problems such as war, population explosion, suicide, and juvenile crime. 

129.4 Cra RNHS 
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Doniger, Wendy, Karma and Rebirth in Classical Indian Traditions, c1980, 342 p. 

A collection of essays forming a comprehensive study of the various meanings and 

philosophical implications of these often conflicting concepts in different Indian 

philosophies, including Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism. 

129.4 OFl KR 

 

Hanson, Virginia, Karma, Rhythmic Return to Harmony, 1990, 291 p. 

A collection of articles written by psychologists, scientists, sociologists, astrologers, and 

scholars in Christianity, Buddhism, Judaism, and Hinduism, as well as students of 

Theosophy. 

T H198 KR 

 

Head, Joseph, Reincarnation: An East-West Anthology, 1961, 341 pages. 

Demonstrating that this concept is not incompatible with western thinking and belief, this 

book offers a compilation of quotations from world religions and from over 400 eminent 

philosophers, theologians, writers, and scientists of every period of western culture. 

129.4 Hea REWA 

 

Hodson, Geoffrey, The Miracle of Birth: A Clairvoyant Study of a Human Embryo, c1981, 98 

pages. 

From the fourth month to the time of birth, this author studied clairvoyantly the changes in a 

fetus, describing in vivid detail the development of the mind, emotions, and the physical 

body of the growing infant. 

 T H669 MB 

 

Howe, Quincy, Reincarnation for the Christian, 1987, 112 pages. 

Examining the evolution of Christian thought over the centuries and pinpointing the 

historical episode during which the concept of reincarnation was outlawed by the Christian 

hierarchy, the author cites chapter and verse from the Bible supporting reincarnation. 

236.2 How RC 

 

Jinarajadasa, C., How We Remember our Past Lives, 1973, 72 pages. 

In each new incarnation a new brain is developed with nothing of the old memories left. We 

are, however, the result of our past, and through self-knowledge we may learn much about 

our past experiences and how to deal with the present. 

 T J 564 HWR 1973 

 

Judge, William Q., Karma, 1975, 47 pages. 

A collection of articles on karma, the law of compensation, how it affects our life, our 

relationships, and how it relates to heredity and environment. 

T-Pam J897.08 K 

 

Judge, William Q., The Scope of Reincarnation, 1960, 98 pages 

Consisting of passages taken from Judge’s book Ocean of Theosophy, this book presents 

reincarnation as a universal process beyond all creeds and dogmas, a rational philosophy of 

rebirth and immortality bringing the reader to an acquaintance with a “whole view” of life. 

T J897 SOR 
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Katsunoff, Robert G., Does the Bible Teach Reincarnation and Karma, 1959, 51 pages. 

Salient data is assembled here revealing the presence of the twin doctrine of reincarnation 

and karma in the Bible and, particularly, in the New Testament, exploring also 

philosophically related subjects such as What is Man?, Man’s Aim in Life, Evil and 

Salvation, and more. 

T K157 DBT 
 

MacGregor, Geddes, The Christening of Karma: The Secret of Evolution, 1984, 202 p. 

A sequel to his book Reincarnation in Christianity, the author provides substantial evidence 

that the karmic principle and the concept of evolution were in the minds of many learned 

Jews of Biblical times. 

129.4 Mac COK 
 

MacGregor, Geddes, Reincarnation in Christianity: A New Vision of the Role of Rebirth in 

Christian Thought, c1978, 185 pages. 

An exhaustive critical examination of the subject that analyzes some of the world’s greater 

Christian figures, presenting philosophical, scientific, and Biblical “for and against” evidence 

in support of his appraisal. 

236.2 Mac RIC 
 

Neufeldt, Ronald W., Karma and Rebirth: Post Classical Developments, c1986, 357 p. 

A collection of essays dealing with the Hindu view of karma and rebirth; the Indian, Chinese, 

Tibetan, and Japanese Buddhist treatments of the subject; and the influence of these concepts 

in the Western world through Theosophy and other movements and disciplines. 

129.4 Neu KR 
 

Pryse, James M., Reincarnation in the New Testament, 1965, 92 pages. 

A careful examination of certain teachings of Jesus and his immediate followers where the 

concept of reincarnation seems to be implied, attempting to arrive at a clearer understanding 

of those teachings and all they import. 

T P957 RNT 
 

Reichenbach, Bruce R., The Law of Karma: A Philosophical Study, c1990, 238 p. 

The author examines in depth the implications of this doctrine and its connection to other 

significant philosophical concepts like causation, human suffering, justice, fate, freedom, 

God, the moral law, liberation and immortality. 

129.4 Rei LK 
 

Sharma, I. C., Cayce, Karma, & Reincarnation, 1982, 172 p. 

Highlightig numerous parallels between the Cayce philosophy and the wisdom of India—

especially in topics like karma, reincarnation and the practice of meditation—the author 

provides a bridge between the belief systems of East and West. 

129.4 Sha CKR 
 

Steiner, Rudolf, A Western Approach to Reincarnation and Karma, c1997, 152 p. 

A collection of selected lectures and writings of Steiner’s major statements on reincarnation 

and karma, including subjects like karma and natural disasters, the formation of karmic 

forces, how karma works between two incarnations of a person, among others. 

T St35 WARK 
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Stevenson, Ian, Children who Remember Previous Lives: A Question of Reincarnation, 1987, 

354 pages. 

An account of the research on cases suggesting reincarnation conducted by this world-

renowned specialist in psychiatry, this book offers a summary of the method in which the 

research was carried out, the most important results, and its conclusions. 

129.4 Ste CWR 

 

Stevenson, Ian, Where Reincarnation and Biology Intersect, 1997, 203 pages. 

The author has collected over 2,600 reported cases of past-life memories and investigated 

birthmarks or other physiological manifestations that relate to experiences of the remembered 

past life. 

129.4 Ste WRBI 

 

TenDam, Hans, Exploring Reincarnation, 1990, 433 pages. 

A dispassionate survey considering fairly and frankly the range of explanations and evidence 

for reincarnation gathered through different techniques, and assesses, including the esoteric 

tradition, spontaneous recall, induced regression, and more. 

129.4 Ten ER 

 

 

Sound Recordings 
 

Algeo, John, Reincarnation Explored: Evidence For and Against, CDA 0204 
 

Hodson, Geoffrey, Reincarnation: Fact or Fallacy? CDA 0121 
 

Kunz, Dora, Karma and Human Relations, CDA 0261 

 

Lile, Minor, The Dharma/Karma Nexus: Finding and Following Our Life's Path, AR 5217 

 

Mullin, Glenn H., Perspectives on Reincarnation, AR 4545 

 

 

Video Recordings 
 

Algeo, John, Reincarnation, The Untrue Fact, VR 0374 

 

Algeo, John, A Voice Raised for Freedom: Karma and Nirvana, the Double Key, VR 0707 

 

Nicholson, Shirley, Karma, Skandhas, and Personality, VR 0875 

 

Shroder, Tom, In Another Life: Reincarnation in America, DVD 0019 
 

Stevenson, Ian, Children Who Claim to Remember Previous Lives, DVD 0023 
 

 


